
Change   Log   0.3.0   

“The   Rogue’s   Shadow”   
The   focus   of   0.3.0   is   largely   around   both   rogue   focuses.     
  

Firstly,   Archer   has   been   renamed   to   Ranger.   Given   that   we   see   Bruiser   as   a   viable   ranged   focus,   we   wanted   to   
expand   what   Archer   was   doing,   while   also   allowing   for   pure   rogues   to   not   have   to   pick   and   choose   or   juggle   
swaps   between   melee   and   ranged.   While   Ranger   gained   a   more   melee   abilities,   it   can   still   be   played   as   a   
successful   ranged   only   class,   as   very   few   of   the   new   abilities   are   melee   focuses.   The   Ranger   now   has   a   slew   
of   skills   that   should   help   players   feel   as   though   they   are   capable   of   stalking   their   prey.     
  

Shade’s   rework   focuses   on   optimizing   player   chances   to   get   behind   stuff   with   the   addition   of   “invisibility”   travel   
mechanics.   This   should   let   those   less   inclined   at   sneaking   still   play   a   successful   shade.   Shade’s   tactical   skills   
still   provide   functionality   in   front,   as   do   the   various   modifications   that   let   you   ignore   back   requirements.   Poison   
became   a   fairly   large   part   of   the   Shade   kit,   allowing   Shade’s   a   unique   qualifier   that   is   harder   to   defend   against   
then   strike.   We   also   see   the   addition   of   innate   “Assasinates”   to   allow   shades   to   maximize   their   damage   
whenever   they’re   behind   someone   without   worry   about   wasting   too   much.   This   came   at   the   cost   of   the   damage   
cap   exception   that   applied   to   “backstab”.   It   stuck   out   like   a   sore   thumb,   and   really   only   served   high   level   
players   getting   to   large   numbers   which   we   felt   was   fairly   game   breaking.   However,   given   the   innate   
assassinate   system   we   think   players   will   really   be   able   to   enjoy   the   chances   they   sneak   up   on   their   foes   and   
still   be   able   to   pack   a   punch.     

Rogue   
● Archer   was   renamed   to   Ranger   
● Shade   &   Ranger   are   largely   rewritten   

Core   Rules   and   Safety   
● Added   Counted   Effect   rules   
● Cleaned   up   the   out   of   game   rules   to   support   the   new   “invisibility”   powers.     
● Added   Focus   Rules   

Effect   
● Travels   description   has   been   updated   to   support   the   new   “invisibility”   powers.     

Envoy   
● Heroic   Talk’s   text   incorrectly   indicated   that   you   got   +   1   damage   for   free,   when   in   fact   it   requires   a   

purchase   of   To   Arms!   
● Dedicated   Performance   is   now   per   event   skill   
● Rally   Cry   had   the   old   passive   renewal   system   description   removed,   and   correctly   indicates   it   renews   

basic   skills.  
● All   is   not   lost   correctly   indicates   that   it’s   a   single   imbue,   and   not   all   3.     
● Envoy   skills   now   largely   fall   under   the   focus   mechanism   

  



General   
● Heightened   Senses   was   added   as   a   general   skill.   This   allows   players   to   see   invisible.   We   largely   

consider   invisibility   a   pc   power.   Not   all   npcs   will   have   this   skill   but,   we   assume   most   players   will.   It’s   
cheap   price   means   that   invisibility   won’t   be   able   to   used   all   the   time   as   a   way   to   hurt   the   pcs.    

Spells   
● Increased   Vitality’s   description   suggested   it   only   imbued   10   hp,   when   it   imbues   20   hp.     
● Fixed   a   typo   in   Basic   Spell   Transmutations   requirements   
● Fixed   a   typo   in   Basic/Novice   Spell   Healing   suggesting   it   let   you   memorize   divination   spells.     

Warrior   
● Strong   Soul   was   left   out   of   the   0.2.0   update   unintentionally.     
● Both   Defender   repel   skills   now   correctly   list   steps   in   the   duration   verbals   
● Headstrong’s   description   was   missing.    

  

Misc   
● Unified   static   and   passive   language   when   describing   skills   like   weapons   training   and   the   damage   cap.   
● Skills   all   show   usage   now,   which   should   indicate   how   they   are   intended   to   be   used.     
● Several   skill   costs   were   adjusted   to   match   their   numbers   on   the   chart.   
● Karma   was   removed   until   a   reward   system   can   be   fully   flushed   out.     
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Rogue   
● Assasinate’s   exp   cost   was   changed   from   2   to   5.     


